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Abstract
We consider inductive language learning and machine discovery from examples with some
errors. In the present paper, the error or incorrectness we consider is the one described uniformly
in terms of a distance over strings. Firstly, we introduce a notion of a recursively generable
distance over strings, and for a language L, we de-ne a k-neighbor language L′ as a language
obtained from L by (i) adding some strings not in L each of which is at most k distant from
some string in L and by (ii) deleting some strings in L each of which is at most k distant
from some string not in L. Then we de-ne a k-neighbor system of a base language class as
the collection of k-neighbor languages of languages in the class, and adopt it as a hypothesis
space. We give formal de-nitions of k-neighbor (refutable) inferability, and discuss necessary
and su/cient conditions on such kinds of inference.
Finally, as a concrete class inferable in the sense we introduced, we consider a language class
de-nable by elementary formal systems (EFSs for short). As a main result, we show that the
language class de-nable by the so-called length-bounded EFSs with at most n axioms is refutable
and inferable from complete examples.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper, we consider inductive language learning and machine discovery
from examples with some errors. Inductive inference is a process of hypothesizing a
general rule from examples. As a correct inference criterion for inductive inference
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of formal languages and models of logic programming, we have mainly used Gold’s
identi-cation in the limit [8]. An inference machine M is said to identify a language L
in the limit, if the sequence of guesses from M , which is successively fed a sequence
of examples of L, converges to a correct expression of L. In this criterion, a target
language, whose examples are fed to an inference machine, is assumed to belong
to a hypothesis space which is given in advance. However, this assumption is not
appropriate, if we want an inference machine to infer or to discover an unknown
rule which explains examples or data obtained from scienti-c experiments. That is, the
behavior of an inference machine is not speci-ed, in case we feed examples of a target
language not in the hypothesis space in question.
In their previous paper, as a computational logic of machine discovery, Mukouchi and
Arikawa [18,19] focused refutability of the hypothesis space concerned, and discussed
both refutability and inferability from examples. That is, for every target language, if
it is a member of the hypothesis space concerned, then an inference machine should
identify the target language in the limit, otherwise it should refute the hypothesis space
itself in a -nite time. They showed that there are some rich hypothesis spaces that are
refutable and inferable from complete examples (i.e., positive and negative examples,
or an informant), but refutable and inferable classes from only positive examples (i.e.,
text) are very small. In relation to refutable inference, Sato [22] discussed general
conditions for a class to be refutably inferable from complete examples. Lange and
Watson [12] and Mukouchi [17] also proposed inference criteria relaxing the require-
ments of inference machines, and Jain [10] also deals with the problem for recursively
enumerable languages. On the other hand, Mukouchi [16] and Kobayashi and Yoko-
mori [11] also proposed inference criteria requiring an inference machine to infer an
admissible approximate language within the hypothesis space concerned, even when
the target language is not in the hypothesis space.
In many real-world applications of machine discovery or machine learning from ex-
amples, we have to deal with incorrect examples. In the present paper, we consider
language learning from observed incorrect examples together with correct examples,
i.e., from imperfect examples. When we are considering language learning from com-
plete examples, i.e., from positive and negative examples, some positive examples may
be presented to the learner as negative examples, and vice versa. It is natural to con-
sider that each observed incorrect example has some connection with a certain correct
example on a target language to be learned. The incorrect examples we consider here
are the ones described uniformly in terms of a distance over strings. Assume that the
correct example is a string v and the observed example is a string w. In case we are
considering the so-called Hamming distance and two strings v and w have the same
length but diHer just one symbol, then we estimate the incorrectness as their distance
of one. In case we are considering the edit distance and w can be obtained from v by
deleting just one symbol and inserting one symbol in another place, then we estimate
the incorrectness as their distance of two. Mukouchi and Sato [20] introduced a notion
of a recursively generable distance over strings, and de-ned k-neighbor closure of a
language L as the collection of strings each of which is at most k distant from some
string in L. Then they discussed inferability of a k-neighbor closure of a language in
the hypothesis space from positive examples.
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There are various approaches to language learning from incorrect examples (cf. e.g.
Jain [9], Stephan [25], and Case and Jain [7]). Stephan [25] has formulated a model of
noisy data, in which a correct example crops up in-nitely often, and an incorrect exam-
ple only -nitely often. There is no connection between incorrect examples considered
there and correct examples.
In the present paper, for a language L, we de-ne a k-neighbor language L′ as a
language obtained from L by (i) adding some strings not in L each of which is at
most k distant from some string in L and by (ii) deleting some strings in L each of
which is at most k distant from some string not in L. Formally, a language L′ is a
k-neighbor language of L, if L′ is a subset of the k-neighbor closure of L and L′c is
a subset of the k-neighbor closure of Lc, where Lc is the complement of L. Then we
de-ne a k-neighbor system of a base language class as the collection of all k-neighbor
languages of languages in the class, and adopt it as a hypothesis space. We consider
refutability and inferability of a k-neighbor system from complete examples.
In Section 2, we introduce a notion of a k-neighbor system and present formal
de-nitions of k-neighbor (refutable) inferability. In Section 3, we discuss conditions
on language classes to be refutable and inferable from complete examples.
Finally, in Section 4, as a concrete class inferable in the sense we introduced, we
consider a language class de-nable by elementary formal systems (EFSs for short). The
EFSs were originally introduced by Smullyan [24] to develop his recursion theory. In
a word, EFSs are a kind of logic programming language which uses strings instead of
terms in -rst order logic [26]. Arikawa [3] showed that EFSs can be viewed as natural
devices to de-ne languages, and Arikawa et al. [4,5] and Shinohara [23] revealed
that EFSs also constitute unifying hypothesis spaces suitable for language learning and
model inference. In the present paper, we also show that the language class de-nable
by the so-called length-bounded EFSs with at most n axioms is refutable and inferable
from complete examples.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. A language and a distance
Let  be a -xed -nite alphabet. Each element of  is called a constant symbol. Let
+ be the set of all nonnull constant strings over  and let ∗=+∪{	}, where 	 is
the null string. A subset L of ∗ is called a language. The length of a string w∈∗
is denoted by |w|. Let N={0; 1; 2; : : :} be the set of all natural numbers. For n∈N , n
denotes the set of all strings whose length is n, and 6n denotes the set of all strings
whose length is at most n, that is, n={w∈∗ | |w|=n} and 6n={w∈∗ | |w|6n}.
A language L⊆∗ is said to be recursive, if there is a computable function f :∗→
{0; 1} such that f(w)=1 iH w∈L for w∈∗.
We consider a distance between two strings de-ned as follows:
Denition 1. A function d :∗ × ∗→N ∪{∞} is called a distance over strings, if it
satis-es the following three conditions:
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(i) For every v; w∈∗, d(v; w)=0 iH v=w.
(ii) For every v; w∈∗, d(v; w)=d(w; v).
(iii) For every u; v; w∈∗, d(u; v) + d(v; w)¿d(u; w).
A distance d is said to be recursive, if there is an eHective procedure that computes
d(v; w) for every v; w∈∗ with d(v; w) 
=∞.
Then we de-ne a k-neighbor closure of a language as follows:
Denition 2 (Mukouchi and Sato [20]). Let d :∗×∗→N ∪{∞} be a distance over
strings and let k∈N .
The k-neighbor closure Lw(d; k) of a string w∈∗ w.r.t d is the set of all strings each
of which is at most k distant from w, that is, Lw(d; k)={v∈∗ |d(v; w)6k}.
The k-neighbor closure LL(d; k) of a language L⊆∗ w.r.t d is the set of all strings
each of which is at most k distant from some string in L, that is, LL(d; k)=
⋃
w∈L Lw
(d; k)=
{v∈∗ | ∃w∈L s.t. d(v; w)6k}.
By the de-nition, we see that {w}= Lw(d;0)⊆ Lw(d;1)⊆ Lw(d;2)⊆ · · · and L= LL(d;0)⊆ LL(d;1)
⊆ LL(d;2)⊆ · · ·.
The following lemma is obvious:
Lemma 3. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
For a language L⊆∗ and for a string w∈∗, w∈ LL(d; k) if and only if Lw(d; k)∩L 
=.
For a set S, we denote by ]S the cardinality of S. A procedure is said to generate
a -nite set S, if the procedure enumerates all elements in S and then stops.
Denition 4 (Mukouchi and Sato [20]). A distance d is said to have 5nite thickness,
if for every w∈∗, ] Lw(d; k) is -nite.
A distance d is said to be recursively generable, if d has -nite thickness and there
exists an eHective procedure that on inputs k∈N and w∈∗ generates Lw(d; k).
We note that the notion of a recursively generable -nite-set-valued function was
introduced by Lange and Zeugmann [13].
Example 5. (1) We consider a distance known as the Hamming distance. For a string
w and for a number i with 16i6|w|, by w[i], let us denote the ith symbol appearing
in w. For two strings v; w∈∗, let
d(v; w) =
{
]{i | 16 i 6 |v|; v[i] 
= w[i]}; if |v| = |w|;
∞; if |v| 
= |w|:
Clearly, this distance d is recursively generable.
(2) Next, we consider a distance known as the edit distance. Roughly speaking, the
edit distance d over two strings v; w∈∗ is the least number of editing steps needed
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to convert v to w. Each editing step consists of a rewriting step of the form a→ 	
(a deletion), 	→ b (an insertion), or a→ b (a change), where a; b∈.
Clearly, this distance d is recursively generable.
Let d be a recursively generable distance, and let k∈N . Then, for every v; w∈∗,
by checking v∈ Lw(d; k), whether d(v; w)6k or not is recursively decidable. Therefore d
turns to be a recursive distance. Let L⊆∗ be a recursive language. Then, for every
w∈∗, by checking Lw(d; k)∩L 
=, whether w∈ LL(d; k) or not is recursively decidable.
Therefore LL(d; k) is also a recursive language.
In the present paper, we exclusively deal with a recursively generable distance, and
simply refer it as a distance without any notice.
2.2. Inferability from examples
We brieNy introduce the basic notions necessary for de-ning our framework of
neighbor inference.
Denition 6 (Angluin [2]). A class L={Li}i∈N of languages is said to be an indexed
family of recursive languages, if there is a computable function f :N × ∗→{0; 1}
such that f(i; w)=1 iH w∈Li.
In the present paper, we adopt an indexed family of recursive languages as a base
hypothesis space.
Denition 7 (Gold [8]). A complete presentation, or an informant, of a language
L⊆∗ is an in-nite sequence (w0; v0); (w1; v1); : : : ∈∗ × {0; 1} such that {wi | i∈N;
vi=1}=L and {wi | i∈N; vi=0}=Lc (=∗\L).
In what follows,  or  denotes a complete presentation, and [n] denotes the ’s
initial segment of length n∈N . For a complete presentation  and for n∈N , we put
[n]+={wi | (wi; 1)∈[n]} and [n]−={wi | (wi; 0)∈[n]}.
An inductive inference machine (IIM) is an eHective procedure, or a certain type of
Turing machine, which requests inputs from time to time and produces natural numbers
from time to time. An inductive inference machine that can refute hypothesis spaces
(RIIM) is an eHective procedure which requests inputs from time to time and either
(i) produces natural numbers from time to time forever or (ii) refutes the class and
stops in a -nite time after producing some natural numbers. The outputs produced by
the machine are called guesses.
For an IIM M or an RIIM M , for a complete presentation  and for n∈N , by
M ([n]) we denote the last guess or the refutation sign produced by M which is
successively presented examples in [n] on its input requests.
An IIM M or an RIIM M is said to converge to an integer i for a complete
presentation , if there is an n∈N such that for every m¿n, M ([m])= i. An RIIM
M is said to refute a class L from a complete presentation , if there is an n∈N
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such that M ([n]) is the refutation sign. In this case we also say that M refutes the
class L from [n].
Then we de-ne the ordinary inferability of a class of languages as follows:
Denition 8 (Gold [8]). Let L={Li}i∈N be a class of languages.
An IIM M is said to infer a language Li∈L in the limit from complete examples,
if for every complete presentation  of Li, M converges to an index j for  such that
Lj=Li.
An IIM M is said to infer a class L in the limit from complete examples, if for
every Li∈L, M infers Li in the limit from complete examples.
A class L is said to be inferable in the limit from complete examples, if there is
an IIM which infers L in the limit from complete examples.
In the de-nition above, the behavior of an inference machine is not speci-ed, when
we feed a complete presentation of a language which is not in the class concerned.
Denition 9 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). An RIIM M is said to refutably infer
a class L from complete examples, if it satis-es the following condition: for every
L⊆∗, (i) if L∈L, then M infers L in the limit from complete examples, (ii) otherwise
M refutes L from every complete presentation of L.
A class L is said to be refutably inferable from complete examples, if there is an
RIIM which refutably infers L from complete examples.
Now, we introduce our successful learning criterion we consider in the present
paper.
Denition 10. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
A language L′⊆∗ is said to be a k-neighbor language of a language L⊆∗ w.r.t.
d, if L′⊆ LL(d; k) and L′c⊆Lc(d; k).
The set of all k-neighbor languages of L w.r.t. d is denoted by [L](d; k). The
k-neighbor system [L](d; k) of a class L={Li}i∈N w.r.t. d is the collection of all
k-neighbor languages of languages in L w.r.t. d, that is, [L](d; k)=
⋃
i∈N [Li]
(d; k).
In the de-nition above, we note that L′⊆ LL(d; k) and L′c⊆Lc(d; k), if and only if
(Lc(d; k))c⊆L′⊆ LL(d; k).
Example 11. (1) Let ={a; b}, let d be the Hamming distance, and let k=2. For a
string w∈∗, let us denote by o(w; b) the number of b’s appearing in w. We consider
the language L={w∈∗ | 36o(w; b)67}. Then LL(d; k)={w∈∗ | 16o(w; b)69}. On
the other hand, Lc={w∈∗ | o(w; b)¡3 or o(w; b)¿7}, and thus Lc(d; k)=
{w∈∗ | o(w; b) 
=5} and (Lc(d; k))c={w∈∗ | o(w; b)=5}. Therefore L′∈[L](d; k) if and
only if {w∈∗ | o(w; b)=5}⊆L′⊆{w∈∗ | 16o(w; b)69}.
(2) Let ={a}, let d be the edit distance, and let k=1. We consider the language
L={a; aaa; : : : ; a2n+1; : : :}. As easily seen, LL(d; k)={	; a; aa; aaa; : : : ; an; : : :}=∗. On the
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other hand, Lc={	; aa; aaaa; : : : ; a2n; : : :}, and thus Lc(d; k)=∗ and (Lc(d; k))c=. There-
fore [L](d; k) consists of all languages over .
(3) Let d be an arbitrary distance, and let k∈N . We consider the language L=∗. As
easily seen, LL(d; k)=∗. On the other hand, Lc=, and thus Lc(d; k)= and (Lc(d; k))c=
∗. Therefore [L](d; k)={L}.
In a similar way, we see that [L′](d; k)={L′}, where L′=.
We note that in case L is a recursive language, LL(d; k) and Lc(d; k) are also recursive
languages, while L′∈[L](d; k) is not a recursive language in general. Furthermore neither
the class [L](d; k) nor [L](d; k) is indexable in general.
Denition 12. Let L={Li}i∈N be a class of languages, let d be a distance, and let
k∈N .
For a language L⊆∗, a pair (i; j)∈N ×N is said to be a weak k-neighbor answer
for L, if j6k and L∈[Li](d; j).
For a language L⊆∗, a pair (i; j)∈N × N is said to be a k-neighbor answer for
L, if (i) (i; j) is a weak k-neighbor answer for L and (ii) for every pair (i′; j′) with
j′¡j, L =∈[Li′ ](d; j′).
An IIM M is said to k-neighborly (resp., weak k-neighborly) infer a class L w.r.t.
d from complete examples, if for every L∈[L](d; k) and every complete presentation
 of L, M converges to an integer 〈i; j〉 for  such that (i; j) is a k-neighbor (resp.,
weak k-neighbor) answer for L, where 〈·; ·〉 represents the Cantor’s pairing function.
A class L is said to be k-neighborly (resp., weak k-neighborly) inferable w.r.t.
d from complete examples, if there is an IIM which k-neighborly (resp., weak k-
neighborly) infers L w.r.t. d from complete examples.
A class L is said to be neighborly (resp., weak neighborly) inferable w.r.t. d from
complete examples, if for every k∈N , L is k-neighborly (resp., weak k-neighborly)
inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples.
We also omit the phrase ‘w.r.t. d’, if it holds for every distance d.
Furthermore, we take the refutability of the class into consideration as follows:
Denition 13. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
An RIIM M is said to k-neighbor-refutably (resp., weak k-neighbor-refutably) infer
a class L w.r.t. d from complete examples, if it satis-es the following condition:
for every L⊆∗, (i) if L∈[L](d; k), then M k-neighborly (resp., weak k-neighborly)
infers L from complete examples, (ii) otherwise M refutes L from every complete
presentation of L.
A class L is said to be k-neighbor-refutably (resp., weak k-neighbor-refutably)
inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples, if there is an RIIM which k-neighbor-
refutably (resp., weak k-neighbor-refutably) infers L w.r.t. d from complete examples.
A classL is said to be neighbor-refutably (resp., weak neighbor-refutably) inferable
w.r.t. d from complete examples, if for every k∈N , L is k-neighbor-refutably (resp.,
weak k-neighbor-refutably) inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples.
We also omit the phrase ‘w.r.t. d’, if it holds for every distance d.
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The rest of this section is devoted to summarize some known results related to this
study.
Since we are considering an indexed family of recursive languages, the following
theorem is valid:
Theorem 14 (Gold [8]). Every class L is inferable in the limit from complete exam-
ples.
Denition 15 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). A pair (T; F) of subsets of ∗ is said
to be consistent with a language L, if T⊆L and F⊆Lc.
The econs function e for a class L is the function such that for two -nite sets
T; F⊆∗,
e(T; F) =


1; if there exists an L ∈L such that (T; F)
is consistent with L;
0; otherwise:
Denition 16 (Mukouchi [15]). A pair (T; F) of -nite subsets of ∗ is said
to be a pair of de5nite 5nite tell-tale sets of a language L within a class L, if (i)
(T; F) is consistent with L and (ii) (T; F) is inconsistent with every L′∈L with
L′ 
=L.
Theorem 17 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). A class L is refutably inferable from
complete examples, if and only if it satis5es the following two conditions (C1) and
(C2):
(C1) The econs function for L is computable.
(C2) For every L =∈L, there is a pair of de5nite 5nite tell-tale sets of L within L.
The condition (C2) above means that for every L =∈L, there is a pair (T; F) of -nite
subsets of ∗ such that (i) (T; F) is consistent with L and that (ii) (T; F) is inconsistent
with every language in L.
3. Neighbor inferability
3.1. Characterizations
The following theorem can be shown by a simple enumerative method:
Theorem 18. For every k∈N and every distance d, every class is weak k-neighborly
inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples, and thus every class is weak neighborly
inferable from complete examples.
Proof. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N . We consider the algorithm in Fig. 1.
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Procedure IIM M
begin
let T0 := and F0 :=;
let n :=0 and i :=0;
repeat
let n :=n+ 1;
read the next example (w; v);
if v=1 then let Tn :=Tn−1∪{w} and Fn :=Fn−1
else let Tn :=Tn−1 and Fn :=Fn−1∪{w};
while Tn*Li(d; k) or Fn*Lci (d; k) do i := i + 1;
output 〈i; k〉;
forever;
end.
Fig. 1. An IIM which weak k-neighborly infers a class w.r.t. d from complete examples.
It is easy to see that the algorithm weak k-neighborly infers every class w.r.t. d
from complete examples.
On k-neighbor inferability, the following theorem is valid:
Theorem 19. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
A class L is k-neighborly inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples, if and only
if L satis5es the following condition (C3):
(C3) There is a computable function f which satis5es the following condition: For
every L∈[L](d; k) and every complete presentation  of L, there is an n∈N such that
for every m¿n, f([m])=k ′, where k ′∈N is the least number such that L∈[L](d; k′).
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is obvious.
The ‘if’ part. We assume that there is a computable function f which satis-es the
condition above. Then we consider the algorithm in Fig. 2.
Let L∈[L](d; k), and we assume that a complete presentation  of L is fed to the
procedure. Let k0 be the least number k such that L∈[L](d; k), and then let (i0; k0)
be the k-neighbor answer for L such that for every i¡i0, (i; k0) is not a k-neighbor
answer for L. Then it is easy to see that the algorithm converges to 〈i0; k0〉.
Therefore the algorithm k-neighborly infers L w.r.t. d from complete examples.
Corollary 20. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
If a class L is (k +1)-neighborly inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples, then
L is also k-neighborly inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples.
In a similar way to Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19], we can show the following
theorem:
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Procedure IIM M
begin
let T0 := and F0 :=;
let  be the empty sequence;
let n :=0;
repeat
let n :=n+ 1;
read the next example (w; v);
let  := · (w; v);
if v=1 then let Tn :=Tn−1∪{w} and Fn :=Fn−1
else let Tn :=Tn−1 and Fn :=Fn−1∪{w};
let k ′ :=f();
search for the least index i6n such that Tn⊆Li(d; k′) and Fn⊆Lci (d; k
′);
if such an index i is found then output 〈i; k ′〉
else output 〈n; k〉;
forever;
end.
Fig. 2. An IIM which k-neighborly infers a class w.r.t. d from complete examples.
Theorem 21. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
A class L is weak k-neighbor-refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples,
if and only if L satis5es the following two conditions (C4) and (C5):
(C4) The econs function for the class [L](d; k) is computable.
(C5) For every L =∈[L](d; k), there is a pair of de5nite 5nite tell-tale sets of L within
the class [L](d; k).
Theorem 22. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
A class L is k-neighbor-refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples, if
and only if L satis5es the conditions (C3), (C4) and (C5).
Theorem 23. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
If a class L satis5es the following two conditions (C4′) and (C5′), then L also
satis5es the condition (C3), and thus L is k-neighborly inferable w.r.t. d from com-
plete examples:
(C4′) For every k ′¡k, the econs function for the class [L](d; k
′) is computable.
(C5′) For every k ′¡k and every L =∈[L](d; k′), there is a pair of de5nite 5nite tell-tale
sets of L within the class [L](d; k
′).
Proof. Assume that a class L satis-es the conditions (C4′) and (C5′).
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For k ′¡k, let ek′ be the econs function for the class [L](d; k
′). Then we construct
an algorithm for computing f([n]) as follows:
(i) Search for the least k ′¡k such that ek′([n]+; [n]−)=1.
(ii) If such an index k ′ is found then output k ′, otherwise output k.
Then it is easy to see that the algorithm witnesses the condition (C3).
By Theorems 22 and 23, the following corollary is valid:
Corollary 24. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N .
If a class L satis5es the conditions (C4), (C5), (C4′) and (C5′), then L is k-
neighbor-refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples.
Furthermore, by Theorem 21 and Corollary 24, the following corollary is valid:
Corollary 25. Let d be a distance.
A class L is neighbor-refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples,
if and only if L is weak neighbor-refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete
examples.
On the other hand, by Theorems 17 and 23, the following corollary is valid:
Corollary 26. If a class L is refutably inferable from complete examples, then L is
also 1-neighborly inferable from complete examples.
3.2. Some other conditions
In the previous section, we showed that every class is weak neighborly inferable
from complete examples. On neighbor inferability, there is a class that is not neighborly
inferable from complete examples.
Theorem 27. Let k¿1.
There is a class L and a distance d such that L is not k-neighborly inferable
w.r.t. d from complete examples.
Proof. A complete presentation =(w0; v0); (w1; v1); : : : of a language L is said to be
length-sensitive, if |wi|6|wj| for every i; j∈N with i6j.
Let  be a length-sensitive complete presentation. For n∈N , n] denotes a -nite
initial segment (w0; v0); (w1; v1); : : : ; (wm; vm) of  such that {w0; w1; : : : ; wm}=6n, and
(n denotes an in-nite sequence such that =n] · (n. Then, for n; m∈N with n6m,
(n;m] denotes a -nite sequence such that =n] · (n;m] · (m.
Let d be the Hamming distance. Firstly, let us put Lcore={a; aa; aaa; : : :}={ai | i¿1}
and T={b; ab; aab; : : :}={ai−1b | i¿1}. Then let T be the class consisting of all
(possibly empty) -nite subsets of T . Finally let L={Lcore∪T |T ∈T}={Li}i∈N .
Suppose that an IIM M k-neighborly infers L w.r.t. d from complete
examples.
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Let L′0=Lcore and let 0 be a length-sensitive complete presentation of Lcore. Then
there is an n0 such that M (0[n0])=〈j; 0〉 and L′0=Lj for some j∈N . Let l0= max{|w|
|w∈0[n0]+∪0[n0]−}.
We de-ne li’s, ni’s, i’s and i’s (i¿1) recursively as follows:
Let L′i=L
′
i−1∪{ali−1b}. Then L′i∈L holds. Let i be a length-sensitive complete
presentation of L′i and put i=
li−1]
i−1 ·(li−1i . Then i is also a length-sensitive complete
presentation of L′i . Therefore there is an ni¿ni−1 such that M (i[ni])=〈j; 0〉 and L′i=Lj
for some j∈N . Let li= max{|w| |w∈i[ni]+∪i[ni]−}.
Finally we put ∞=
l0]
0 · (l0 ; l1]1 · · · · · (li−1 ; li]i · · · · and L′∞=
⋃
i∈N L
′
i . Then L
′
∞∈
[Lcore](d; k) holds.
As easily seen, ∞ is a complete presentation of L′∞. However M does not converges
to any index for ∞. This contradicts the assumption that M k-neighborly infers L
w.r.t. d from complete examples.
Example 28. We consider the class FL of all -nite languages over . Then, as easily
seen, for every distance d and every k∈N , the class [L](d; k) also consists of all -nite
languages.
(1) For every distance d and every k∈N , the class FL is k-neighborly inferable
w.r.t. d from complete examples, that is, the class FL is neighborly inferable
from complete examples.
(2) For every distance d and every k∈N , the class FL is not (weak) k-neighbor-
refutably inferable w.r.t. d from complete examples.
This is because there is no pair of de-nite -nite tell-tale sets of an in-nite language
within L.
For a set T⊆∗, let us put X(d; k)(T )={T ′⊆ LT (d; k) |T⊆T ′(d; k)}.
Lemma 29. Let d be a distance, let k∈N , let L be a class of languages, and let
T; F⊆∗.
(1) For every L∈[L](d; k), if T⊆L, then for every L′∈L with L∈[L′](d; k), there
exists a T ′∈X(d; k)(T ) such that T ′⊆L′.
(2) For every L∈[L](d; k), if F⊆Lc, then for every L′∈L with L∈[L′](d; k), there
exists an F ′∈X(d; k)(F) such that F ′⊆L′c.
Proof. (1) Let L∈[L](d; k), and let L′∈L be a language such that L∈[L′](d; k). Then
L⊆L′(d; k) holds.
We assume that T⊆L, and let us put T ′=L′∩ LT (d; k). Then T ′⊆L′ holds.
We show that T ′∈X(d; k)(T ). Clearly, T ′⊆ LT (d; k) holds. Let w∈T . Since T⊆L⊆
L′(d; k), it follows that w∈L′(d; k), and thus there is a v∈L′ such that d(v; w)6k. By
w∈T , we see that v∈ LT (d; k). Therefore v∈L′∩ LT (d; k), i.e., v∈T ′, and thus w∈T ′(d; k).
This means that T⊆T ′(d; k). Therefore T ′∈X(d; k)(T ).
The proof of (2) can be given in a similar way.
Lemma 30. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N , let L be a class of languages, and
let T; F⊆∗ be two sets such that T ∩F=.
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There exists an L∈[L](d; k) such that (T; F) is consistent with L, if and only if
there exists an L′∈L, a T ′∈X(d; k)(T ) and an F ′∈X(d; k)(F) such that (T ′; F ′) is
consistent with L′.
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is clear by Lemma 29.
The ‘if’ part. Let L′∈L, and let T ′∈X(d; k)(T ) and F ′∈X(d; k)(F) be two sets such
that (T ′; F ′) is consistent with L′. Then let L=(L′∪T )∩Fc. By T ∩F=, it is easy
to see that (T; F) is consistent with L.
We show that L⊆L′(d; k). Since T⊆T ′(d; k) and T ′⊆L′, it follows that T⊆L′(d; k).
Hence we see that L′∪T⊆L′(d; k), and thus L⊆L′(d; k).
Next, we show that Lc⊆L′c(d; k). Since F ′⊆L′c, it follows that F ′(d; k)⊆L′c(d; k).
Then, by F⊆F ′(d; k), we see that F⊆L′c(d; k). On the other hand, since L′⊆L′∪T ,
it follows that (L′∪T )c⊆L′c, and thus (L′∪T )c⊆L′c(d; k). Therefore Lc=(L′∪T )c∪
F⊆L′c(d; k).
Hence we have L∈[L′](d; k), and thus L∈[L](d; k).
Proposition 31. Let d be a distance.
If the econs function for a class L is computable, then for every k∈N , the econs
function for the class [L](d; k) is also computable.
Proof. Assume that e is the computable econs function for a class L.
Let k∈N , and let T; F be two -nite subsets of ∗. Then we see that X(d; k)(T ) is a
-nite class of -nite subsets of ∗, and so is X(d; k)(F). Thus we see by Lemma 30 that
we can recursively decide whether or not there is an L∈[L](d; k) such that (T; F) is con-
sistent with L by checking T ∩F= and e(T ′; F ′)=1 for some (T ′; F ′)∈X(d; k)(T )×
X(d; k)(F).
Therefore the econs function for the class [L](d; k) is computable.
On the other hand, the converse is not valid in general.
Proposition 32. There is a distance d and a class L such that for every k¿1, the
econs function for the class [L](d; k) is computable and that the econs function for
L is not computable.
Proof. Let ’0; ’1; ’2; : : : be all partial recursive functions of one variable with ac-
ceptable numbering (cf. Rogers [21]), and then let #0; #1; #2; : : : be computational
complexity measures (cf. Blum [6]), that is, the following conditions hold:
(i) For every i; x∈N , ’i(x) is de-ned, if and only if #i(x) is de-ned.
(ii) For every i; x; y∈N , whether #i(x)6y or not is recursively decidable.
Let ={a; b} and let us put
L〈i;j〉 =
{
{ai+1; bi+1}; if #i(i)6 j;
{ai+1}; otherwise;
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where 〈·; ·〉 represents the Cantor’s pairing function. Then we consider the class L=
{Li}i∈N .
Suppose that the econs function for L is computable. Then, for every i∈N , by
testing there is an L∈L such that ({bi+1}; ) is consistent with L, we can recursively
decide whether or not ’i(i) is de-ned. This contradicts the halting problem.
Hence the econs function for L is not computable.
Let k¿1 and let d be the distance such that
d(v; w) =


0; if v = w;
1; if v 
= w and |v| = |w|;
∞; otherwise:
Then, for every i; j∈N , L〈i; j〉(d; k)=i+1 and Lc〈i; j〉(d; k)=∗, and thus [L〈i; j〉](d; k)={L |
L⊆i+1}. Hence the econs function e for the class [L](d; k) is such that for two -nite
sets T; F⊆∗,
e(T; F) =
{
1; if ∃i ∈ N s:t: T ⊆ i+1 and F ⊆ (i+1)c;
0; otherwise;
and thus it is computable.
By Theorem 17 and Proposition 31, the following corollary is valid:
Corollary 33. If a class L is refutably inferable from complete examples, then the
econs function for L is computable, and thus for every distance d and every k∈N ,
the econs function for the class [L](d; k) is computable.
The following lemma is basic:
Lemma 34. Let d be a distance, let k; n∈N , let L1; : : : ; Ln⊆∗, and let L⊆∗ be a
language such that L =∈[L1](d; k)∪ · · · ∪[Ln](d; k).
There is a pair (T; F) of 5nite subsets of ∗ such that (i) (T; F) is consistent with
L and that (ii) (T; F) is inconsistent with every L′∈[L1](d; k)∪ · · · ∪[Ln](d; k).
Proof. Let T0=F0=. We de-ne Ti’s and Fi’s (16i6n) recursively as follows:
Since L =∈[Li](d; k), it follows that either L*L1(d; k) or Lc*Lci
(d; k)
holds.
In case L*Li
(d; k)
. Let v∈L\Li(d; k), and then let Ti=Ti−1∪{v} and Fi=Fi−1. Here
we note that (Ti; Fi) is inconsistent with every L′∈[Li](d; k), because L′∈[Li](d; k) implies
L′⊆Li(d; k), and thus v =∈L′.
Otherwise. Then Lc*Lci (d; k) holds. Let v∈Lc\Lci (d; k), and then let Ti=Ti−1 and
Fi=Fi−1∪{v}. Here we note that (Ti; Fi) is inconsistent with every L′∈[Li](d; k), because
L′∈[Li](d; k) implies L′c⊆Lci (d; k), and thus v =∈L′c.
Finally, let us put T=Tn and F=Fn. Then it is easy to see that (T; F) satis-es the
conditions in this lemma.
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Denition 35 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). Let L={Li}i∈N be a class of lan-
guages, and let S be a subclass of L.
A set I⊆N of indices is said to be a cover-index set of S, if the collection of all
languages each of which has an index in I is equal to S, that is, S={Li∈L | i∈I}.
Proposition 36 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). If a class L satis5es the follow-
ing two conditions (C6) and (C7), then L is refutably inferable from complete
examples:
(C6) There is an e9ective procedure which on input w∈∗ generates a 5nite cover-
index set of the subclass {Li∈L |w∈Li} of L.
(C7) The class L contains the empty language as its member.
Theorem 37. If a class L satis5es the conditions (C6) and (C7), then L satis5es
the following two conditions (C4′′) and (C5′′):
(C4′′) For every distance d and every k∈N , the econs function for the class [L](d; k)
is computable.
(C5′′) For every distance d, every k∈N and every L =∈[L](d; k), there is a pair of
de5nite 5nite tell-tale sets of L within the class [L](d; k).
Proof. Assume that a class L satis-es the conditions (C6) and (C7). Then, by Propo-
sition 36 and Corollary 33, we see L satis-es the condition (C4′′) above.
Let d be a distance, let k∈N , and let L =∈[L](d; k). By the condition (C7), L contains
the empty language as its member, and so does [L](d; k). Thus L is nonempty, and let
w∈L.
Let us putT={L′∈L | Lw(d; k)∩L′ 
=}. Then, for every L′′∈[L](d; k), if w∈L′′, then
L′′∈[T](d; k). In fact, let L′′∈[L](d; k) be a language such that w∈L′′, and let L′∈L
be a language such that L′′∈[L′](d; k). Since w∈L′′⊆L′(d; k), we see by Lemma 3 that
Lw(d; k)∩L′ 
=, and thus L′∈T. Hence L′′∈[T](d; k) holds.
Since the distance d has -nite thickness and L satis-es the condition (C6), we see
that T is a -nite subclass of L. Appealing to Lemma 34, we see that there is a pair
(T; F) of -nite subsets of ∗ such that (i) (T; F) is consistent with L and that (ii)
(T; F) is inconsistent with every L′′∈[T](d; k).
Finally, we put T ′=T ∪{w} and F ′=F . Then, as easily seen, (T ′; F ′) is a pair of
de-nite -nite tell-tale sets of L within the class [L](d; k).
By Theorems 21, 23 and 37 and Corollary 24, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 38. Assume that a class L satis5es the conditions (C6) and (C7).
(1) The class L is weak neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
(2) The class L is neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
(3) The class L is neighborly inferable from complete examples.
Example 39. Here, we consider the class PAT of pattern languages.
We brieNy recall a pattern and a pattern language. For more details, please refer to
Angluin [1,2].
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Fix a -nite alphabet . A pattern ' is a nonnull -nite string of constant and variable
symbols. The pattern language L(') generated by a pattern ' is the set of all strings
obtained by substituting nonnull strings of constant symbols for the variables in '.
Since two patterns that are identical except for renaming of variables generate the
same pattern language, we do not distinguish one from the other. We can enumerate
all patterns recursively and whether w∈L(') or not is recursively decidable. Therefore
we can consider the class of pattern languages as an indexed family of recursive
languages, where the pattern itself is considered to be an index.
As easily seen, the empty language L= does not belong to PAT and there is no
pair of de-nite tell-tale sets of L within PAT. Thus the class PAT is not refutably
inferable from complete examples (cf. Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]).
However the class PAT satis-es the condition (C6). In fact, -x an arbitrary con-
stant string w. As easily seen, if w∈L('), then ' is not longer than w. There is an
eHective procedure that on input a -xed length generates the set of all patterns shorter
than the length, and whether w∈L(') or not is recursively decidable. Therefore there
is an eHective procedure that on input w∈+ generates the set {' |w∈L(')}.
Let PAT′ be the class of all pattern languages and the empty language. Then the
class PAT′ satis-es the conditions (C6) and (C7), and thus by Corollary 38, we see
that the following propositions are valid:
(1) The class PAT′ is weak neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
(2) The class PAT′ is neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
(3) The class PAT′ is neighborly inferable from complete examples.
4. EFS denable classes
In this section, we consider neighbor inference or neighbor-refutable inference of
languages classes de-ned by elementary formal systems (EFSs).
The EFSs were originally introduced by Smullyan [24] to develop his recursion
theory. In a word, EFSs are a kind of logic programming language which uses patterns
instead of terms in -rst order logic [26], and they are shown to be natural devices to
de-ne languages [3].
In this paper, we brieNy recall EFSs. For detailed de-nitions and properties of EFSs,
please refer to Smullyan [24], Arikawa [3], Arikawa et al. [4,5] and Yamamoto [26].
Let , X and ) be mutually disjoint nonempty sets. We assume that  is -nite, and
-x it throughout this section. Elements in , X and ) are called constant symbols,
variables and predicate symbols, respectively. By p; q; p1; p2; : : : ; we denote predicate
symbols. Each predicate symbol is associated with a positive integer which we call an
arity.
Denition 40. A term, or a pattern, is a nonnull string over ∪X . By '; '1; '2; : : : ;
we denote terms. A term ' is said to be ground, if '∈+. By w; w1; w2; : : : ; we denote
ground terms.
An atomic formula (atom, for short) is an expression of the form p('1; : : : ; 'n),
where p is a predicate symbol with arity n, and '1; : : : ; 'n are terms. By A; B; A1; A2; : : : ;
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we denote atoms. An atom p('1; : : : ; 'n) is said to be ground, if '1; : : : ; 'n are ground
terms.
We de-ne well-formed formulas and clauses in the ordinary ways [14].
Denition 41. A de5nite clause is a clause of the form
A← B1; : : : ; Bn;
where n∈N , and A; B1; : : : ; Bn are atoms. The atom A above is called the head of the
clause, and the sequence B1; : : : ; Bn is called the body of the clause. By C;D; C1; C2; : : : ;
we denote de-nite clauses. Then an EFS is a -nite set of de-nite clauses, each of which
is called an axiom.
A substitution is a homomorphism from terms to terms which maps each symbol
a∈ to itself.
In the world of EFSs, the Herbrand base (HB) is the set of all ground atoms. A
subset I of HB is called an Herbrand interpretation. We also de-ne Herbrand model,
and the least Herbrand model in the ordinary ways [14].
For an EFS 0, the least Herbrand model is denoted by M (0). For an EFS 0 and
for a predicate symbol p with arity n, we de-ne the set of n-tuples of ground terms
as follows:
L(0;p) = {(w1; : : : ; wn) ∈ (+)n |p(w1; : : : ; wn) ∈ M (0)}:
In case the arity of p is 1, i.e. p is unary, we regard L(0;p) as a language over .
Now we put a syntactical restriction on EFSs, because the least Herbrand model
M (0) for an unrestricted EFS 0 may not be recursive, that is, for a ground atom A,
we can not recursively decide whether or not A∈M (0).
For a term ', |'| denotes the length of ', and o(x; ') denotes the number of all
occurrences of a variable x in '. For an atom p('1; : : : ; 'n), we de-ne the length of
the atom and the number of variable’s occurrences in the atom as follows:
|p('1; : : : ; 'n)| = |'1|+ · · ·+ |'n|;
o(x; p('1; : : : ; 'n)) = o(x; '1) + · · ·+ o(x; 'n):
Denition 42. A clause A←B1; : : : ; Bn is said to be length-bounded, if
|A1|¿ |B11|+ · · ·+ |Bn1|
for every substitution 1.
An EFS 0 is said to be length-bounded, if all axioms of 0 are length-bounded.
The notion of length-bounded clauses is characterized by the following Lemma 43:
Lemma 43 (Arikawa et al. [4,5]). A clause A←B1; : : : ; Bn is length-bounded, if and
only if |A|¿|B1| + · · · + |Bn| and o(x; A)¿o(x; B1) + · · · + o(x; Bn) hold for every
variable x.
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From now on, we consider length-bounded EFSs only. For length-bounded EFSs,
the following theorem is valid:
Theorem 44 (Arikawa et al. [4,5], Yamamoto [26]). For a length-bounded EFS 0,
the least Herbrand model M (0) is recursive, that is, for every ground atom A, whether
A∈M (0) or not is recursively decidable.
Furthermore the following theorem shows the power of length-bounded EFSs:
Theorem 45 (Arikawa et al. [4,5]). A language L⊆+ is context-sensitive, if and
only if L is de5nable by a length-bounded EFS.
We devote the rest of this section to investigating neighbor inferability and neighbor-
refutable inferability of language classes de-nable by length-bounded EFSs.
For an atom A, pred(A) denotes the predicate symbol of A. For a predicate symbol
p∈) and for a set S of atoms, S|p denotes the set of atoms restricted to p, that is,
S|p = {A ∈ S | pred (A) = p}:
Denition 46. For two EFSs 0; 0′ and for a predicate symbol p∈), we write 0 ≡p 0′,
if we can make 0′ identical to 0 by renaming predicate symbols other than p and by
renaming variables in each axiom. We assume some canonical form of an EFS w.r.t.
p, and canon(0;p) denotes the representative EFS for the set {0′ |0≡p0′} of EFSs.
For an EFS 0, H -PRED(0) (resp., B-PRED(0)) denotes the set of all predicate
symbols appearing in the heads (resp., the bodies) of the axioms of 0, and PRED(0)
denotes the set H -PRED(0)∪B-PRED(0). We also de-ne various sets and classes
as follows:
LB[n] = {0 |0 is a length-bounded EFS with n axioms};
LB[n](p) = {canon(0;p) |0 ∈LB[n]};
MLB[n](p) = {0 ∈LB[n](p) |B-PRED(0) ⊆ H -PRED(0)};
MLB[n](p)(l) =
{
0 ∈MLB[n](p)
∣∣∣∣∣ the head
′s length of each axiom
of 0 is not greater than l:
}
;
LB[6n] =
n⋃
i=0
LB[i]; MLB[6n](p) =
n⋃
i=0
MLB[i](p);
MLB[6n](p) (l) =
n⋃
i=0
MLB[i](p)(l);
where l; n∈N , and p∈).
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We note that for every EFSs 0 and 0′ and for every p∈), whether 0≡p0′ or not
is recursively decidable, and that we can eHectively obtain the EFS canon(0;p).
We prepare some basic lemmas.
Lemma 47 (Shinohara [23]). Let 0 be a length-bounded EFS, and let A∈M (0) be a
ground atom.
If 0 has an axiom C whose head is longer than A, then A∈M (0\{C})
holds.
Lemma 48 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). Let n∈N , and let p∈).
For every EFS 0∈LB[6n], there is an EFS 0′∈MLB[6n](p) such that L(0′; p)=L
(0;p).
Lemma 49. Let d be a distance, let k; n∈N , let p∈), and let T; F⊆+ be two 5nite
sets with T 
=.
If for every EFS 0∈MLB[n](p), (T; F) is inconsistent with every L∈[L(0;p)](d; k),
then for every EFS 0∈MLB[n+1](p) \MLB[n+1](p) (l), (T; F) is also inconsistent with
every L∈[L(0;p)](d; k), where l= max{|w| |w∈ LT (d; k)}.
Proof. Assume that for every EFS 0∈MLB[n](p), (T; F) is inconsistent with every
L∈[L(0;p)](d; k). Let l= max{|w| |w∈ LT (d; k)}.
Suppose that there exists an EFS 0∈MLB[n+1](p) \MLB[n+1](p) (l) and an L∈[L(0;
p)](d; k) such that (T; F) is consistent with L. Then T⊆L⊆L(0;p)(d; k) and F⊆Lc⊆
L(0;p)c(d; k) hold. Since 0∈MLB[n+1](p) \MLB[n+1](p) (l), there is a length-bounded
clause C∈0 whose head’s length is greater than l. Let 01=0\{C}.
We show that T⊆L(01; p)(d; k). Let w∈T . Since T⊆L(0;p)(d; k), it follows that
w∈L(0;p)(d; k), and thus there exists a v∈L(0;p) such that d(v; w)6k. By w∈T , we
see that v∈ LT (d; k), and thus |v|6l. By appealing to Lemma 47, we see that v∈L(01; p).
Hence w∈L(01; p)(d; k) holds.
Thus we have T⊆L(01; p)(d; k).
On the other hand, since 01⊆0, it follows that L(01; p)⊆L(0;p) holds by mono-
tonicity of the least Herbrand model. Therefore L(0;p)c⊆L(01; p)c, and thus F⊆
L(0;p)c(d; k)⊆L(01; p)c(d; k).
Let L′=(L(01; p)∪T )∩Fc. We note that T ∩F=, because (T; F) is consistent with
L. As easily seen, L′∈[L(01; p)](d; k) holds and (T; F) is consistent with L′.
This contradicts the assumption, because 01∈MLB[n](p).
Lemma 50 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). Let l; n∈N , and let p∈).
Then the set MLB[n](p)(l) is a 5nite set.
In what follows, we -x a unary predicate symbol p0∈), and we consider a
language L(0;p0) de-ned by an EFS 0. For n∈N , let us put LBL[6n] be
the class of languages de-ned by EFSs in LB[6n], that is, LBL[6n]={L(0;p0) |
0∈LB[6n]}.
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We note that the class LBL[6n] was introduced by Shinohara [23] as a rich hypoth-
esis space inferable in the limit from positive examples. On the other hand, Mukouchi
and Arikawa [18,19] have obtained the following theorem:
Theorem 51 (Mukouchi and Arikawa [18,19]). Let n∈N .
The class LBL[6n] is refutably inferable from complete examples.
Lemma 52. Let n∈N .
The class LBL[6n] satis5es the condition (C5′′), that is, for every distance d,
every k∈N and every L =∈[L[6n]](d; k), there is a pair of de5nite 5nite tell-tale sets
of L within the class [LBL[6n]](d; k).
Proof. Let d be a distance, and let k∈N . We prove the theorem by mathematical
induction on n∈N .
The case of n=0 is clear, because LBL[6n] consists of the empty language only.
Assume that the proposition is valid for the case of n=m, that is, we assume that
for every L =∈[LBL[6m]](d; k), there is a pair of de-nite -nite tell-tale sets of L within
the class [LBL[6m]](d; k).
Let L =∈[LBL[6m+1]](d; k). Since LBL[6m]⊆LBL[6m+1], it follows that L =∈[LB
L[6m]](d; k). Then, by assumption, there is a pair (T; F) of de-nite -nite tell-tale sets
of L within the class [LBL[6m]](d; k). Since LBL[6m] contains the empty language
as its member, we see that T is nonempty.
Let l= max{|w| |w∈ LT (d; k)}, and let us put T1={L(0;p0) |0∈MLB[m+1](p0) (l)} and
T2={L(0;p0) |0∈MLB[m+1](p0) \MLB
[m+1]
(p0) (l)}. Then, by Lemma 48, we see that
LBL[6m+1]=T1∪T2.
Since L =∈[LBL[6m+1]](d; k), it follows that L =∈[T1](d; k). Furthermore, by Lemma 50,
MLB[m+1](p0) (l) is a -nite set of EFSs, and thus T1 consists of -nitely many languages.
Thus, by Lemma 34, we see that there is a pair (T ′; F ′) such that (i) (T ′; F ′) is
consistent with L and that (ii) (T ′; F ′) is inconsistent with every L′∈[T1](d; k).
Let us put T ′′=T ∪T ′ and F ′′=F∪F ′. As easily seen, (T ′′; F ′′) is consistent with
L. Furthermore, since T ′⊆T ′′ and F ′⊆F ′′, we see that (T ′′; F ′′) is inconsistent with
every L′∈[T1](d; k).
On the other hand, by Lemma 49, we see that (T; F) is inconsistent with every
L′∈[T2](d; k). Furthermore, since T⊆T ′′ and F⊆F ′′, we see that (T ′′; F ′′) is also
inconsistent with every L′∈[T2](d; k).
To sum up, (T ′′; F ′′) is inconsistent with every L′∈[LBL[6m+1]](d; k), because
[LBL[6m+1]](d; k)=[T1](d; k)∪[T2](d; k) holds. Hence we see that the proposition is
valid for the case of n=m+ 1, which concludes the proof.
By Theorems 21, 23 and 51, Corollaries 24 and 33 and Lemma 52, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 53. Let n∈N .
(1) The class LBL[6n] is weak neighbor-refutably inferable from complete
examples.
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(2) The class LBL[6n] is neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
(3) The class LBL[6n] is neighborly inferable from complete examples.
5. Concluding remarks
We have introduced a notion of a k-neighbor language and formalized k-neighbor
refutability and inferability of a language class from complete examples. Then we pre-
sented some su/cient and necessary conditions for a language class. We also showed
that the language class de-nable by the length-bounded EFSs with at most n axioms
is k-neighbor-refutably inferable from complete examples.
As a future work, we should clarify the relations between weak k-neighbor-refutable
inferability, k ′-neighbor-refutable inferability and k ′′-neighbor inferability for distinct
k; k ′; k ′′∈N . As another future investigation, we can consider neighbor inferability from
positive examples and neighbor 5nite inferability from positive examples as well as
from complete examples. We will discuss the issue somewhere.
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